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The postcard with this image sold from drugstore racks for many years. Clearly, 


at least some people viewed this north side of 2nd Street between F and E 


Streets as a streetscape of which to be proud. Note, however, that the central 


building housing the Drug Store was not two-story construction and still is not 


today. 








 


Well-known local realtor, developer, and civic leader John Weber Brinley took 


these two photographs from the same loation around 1960 and 1970, 


respectively. They both look west from Anderson Road just north of Russell 


Boulevard. The sign above in the field advertises Brinley’s new subdivision, 


“University Farms.” Below, the open field has become University Mall. The gas 


station to the left has changed brands but “The Graduate” on the right remains 


today a very lively student-oriented sports bar. A “neighborhood-level shopping 


center” for most of its years, University Mall has at times housed a department 


store as its anchor tenant and some times a full supermarket. Reduced in relative 


importance, today the Mall’s “anchor” is a “Trader Joe’s” grocery.   


 


 








 


 


A postcard view of 2nd Street at E Street captures the “new Davis” of the mid-
1960s. Fifty years before, all four corners of this block had grand homes of 
prominent citizens. The New Brinley building with its gold anodized aluminum 
screen on the second story succeeds in its intent to be a statement structure: this 
is a grand commercial building. But equivalent high style structures were few and 
came decades later. The Fosters Freeze in the middle background, demolished 
in 1967, was never a grand building.   








 


The images above and below on this page are of the same location. The top is 


taken at Christmas time in 1966 and the sign in front of the house reads in part 


“COMING IN 1967,’” which refers to the Cinema 2 theaters, show in the picture 


below. The marquee on the Cinema 2 announces the films Summer of 42 and 


Diary of a Mad Housewife, which where playing late 1970 and early 1971.  


 








 


  
The bulldozer has done its work in 1972 on the “Davis Manor #17” subdivision at 


Grinnell Drive as it abuts Slide Hill Park (behind the photographer). There were 2000 


homes in 19 such contiguous subdivisions laid out between 1953 and 1974 by Bay 


Area “tract home” developer Stanly Davis Homes.  The “Alpine” model shown is the 


grandest of a handful of models offered in middle price East Davis.   


 








 


  


“Books at Gayle’s” was the main and sometimes only serious off-campus 


bookstore during the 1970s and 1980s.  In the core of the downtown’s shopping 


area, the 200 block of E Street, the owner of Gayle’s was particularly adept at 


offering titles in many fields likely to appeal to the city’s growing population of 


serious readers.  Its successor in location and quality -- but not in name -- is 


today’s Avid Reader.   


 








 


The two images on this page are of the same location about ten years apart and 


are, at first glance, quite dull. But to Davisites in the mid-1960s, the changes we 


see here were celebrated news. That news was that the exploding city had at last 


gone from a two to a four lane major east-west boulevard.  The above photo is of 


Russell Blvd. about 1955 looking east from just east of Anderson Road. (South 


Campus way can be glimpsed on the far left.) The photo below shows the 1967 


transformation into a four-lane, median separated major street. 


 








 


  


The town’s economic and psychological center for 150 years, the Train Station 


Area, is shown in its scruffy years (1973).  Gone are the trackside corridor of 


grain and hay warehouses, stockyard, and east side factory buildings turning out 


agricultural equipment. Gone are the ornamental plantings and community 


baseball diamond on which a thousand games were played against rival small 


towns up and down the line. The California Pacific station in 1868 was “Territorial 


Style;” the 1914 replacement by Southern Pacific upgraded to “Spanish Colonial 


Revival.” Davis spent millions on the depot building and the parking lot essential 


to being today’s “Trans Modal Center.”   








 


 


  


 


From 1979 to 1994 the Blue Mango Cooperative Restaurant was the hippest (or 


at least hippiest) place in town. Its espresso machine was nearly the first in Davis. 


The enterprise was one of a surge of cooperative organizations in Davis in the 


‘70s and ‘80s.  Here some members of the worker-managed eatery pose in front 


(date unknown) in the 300 block of G Street. Patrons and live performers 


included Mayor Julie Partanski. Regular patrons included underground cartoonist 


Robert Crumb. It tried to be but it wasn’t Berkeley or Santa Cruz – the rest of G 


Street was a lot less chaotic (or kinetic?) than Telegraph Avenue or Pacific Street.   








 


  


Taken ten years apart (1965 and 1975), these views show E Street north of its 


intersection with 3rd.  The new Union Bank of California is under construction 


(above) and remains little changed today, 50 years later. The handsome 


Victorian house on the left in both photos also remains unchanged today. It is a 


splendid survivor of the era when extensive demolition of downtown homes 


created the commercial landscape of the subsequent five decades.   


 





